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It used to be that the safe alternative for a business or
organization was to “stand pat”- no change meant no
risk. This was based, however, on the paradigm of continuous economic stability that is long gone. In today’s
complicated and frenetic economic climate, survival and
long term growth are based on an entity’s ability to constantly recognize and objectively evaluate opportunities
for change and be nimble enough to quickly throw our
the bad ideas and execute the ones with merit. A decision to “stand pat” for the sake of it is now really a decision to shrink.
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Expansion’s Stop and Go
Signs
Should You Lease or Buy
Your Space?
Answer the Door When Opportunity Knocks: A Feasibility Study Can Help

The time may be ripe to commit to a new product or service, more space, more employees, another location,
better technology, etc. -- or not. When deciding whether you want to proceed with a plan to expand your
business, here are some important questions to consider.

How Well Is Your Company Performing?

Will Expansion Overburden Management?

Both operating and financial problems can be stop
signs for an expansion -- at least until the difficulties are resolved. If you increase sales before addressing known problems, the additional volume
may compound the challenges and could even endanger your company’s viability. Make strong current performance the prerequisite for acting on an
opportunity to expand.

If your plan includes establishing a new facility in a
different location, spreading existing management
too thin may be a problem. Available management
time and skills could be a greater issue if you plan to
introduce new products or services rather than increase capacity or realize efficiencies. Depending on
the specific circumstances, you may need to hire one
or more senior individuals with appropriate skills,
or you may have to adjust the responsibilities of
your present managers.

What Effect Will Expansion Have on Customers?
A plan that will help you respond better to both
your present and future customers would be a clear
go signal. But put your plans on hold if they are
likely to interfere with the ability to serve your
current customers well.

What Economies of Scale Are Achievable?
Lower unit costs can increase profit or let you become more competitive by cutting prices. If the
increased volume you can realistically expect will
reduce your unit costs, an expansion may justify
itself. But a plan that does not favorably affect costs
requires other positive, compensating factors.

What Is the Marketing Goal?
It may be to meet a developing need within your
present market or to target a new market. Entering
a new market requires careful preliminary research
of the competition, potential volume, current and
future demand, and local economic conditions. Any
of these may become a stop sign for your plan or
help to confirm its soundness.

Are the Financial Projections Favorable?
Before going ahead with an expansion, make sure
you have realistic numbers to guide you. These
would include, at the least:
■
Detailed projections of the costs to be incurred
and careful estimates of the additional sales
volume that may be achieved
■
An estimate of the time that will be needed
before the expansion begins contributing to
profit
■
Cash flow anticipated for the start-up period
and beyond

Financing Your Growth
Where will the funds for expansion come from? You
may be able to draw on your company’s cash resources. If not, you will need to secure sufficient
funding on affordable and acceptable terms.
■
A bank loan would come with an interest burden that added revenue from the expansion
would have to cover.
■
Equity financing would eliminate the interest
expense, but would require you to surrender a
share of future profits as well as some degree of
ownership to your equity investor.

Rely on Us
The Vineyard Group, LLC can help you project the costs and earnings potential of an expansion plan, as
well as determine the likely short- and long-term effects on your company’s cash flow.

is the Managing Director of the Vineyard Group, LLC. An experienced executive and advisor, business valuation specialist and litigation support expert, he
has twenty years of consulting and public accounting experience along with ten
years in senior management positions
with manufacturing companies. As a
result, Tom has the unique blend of experience, skill, vision and understanding
required for handling the complex challenges that today’s professionals and
businesses are constantly faced with.
In addition to being a Certified Public
Accountant and a Certified Valuation
Analyst, Tom holds the exclusive designation of Certified Forensic Financial
Analyst. He is a member of the New
York State Society of Certified Public
Accountants, the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants and the
National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts.

As a business owner, you may wonder whether it’s better to lease your business premises or purchase a property. Each option has advantages and disadvantages.

Leasing: Pluses and Minuses

With a lease, you retain the flexibility to relocate easily at the end of the
lease’s term. You are free to act as your needs or financial situation requires
without worrying about whether the building is saleable. If the lease terms
allow, you can sublet at any time. Your initial cash outlay is generally lower
than it would be if you bought, and your monthly payments are normally tax
deductible as a business expense. And there’s no risk of loss if property values
decline during your occupancy.
Before You Lease- Negotiate for favorable terms beyond the per-foot rent,
such as:
■
A lease term that’s in line with the time you expect to be able to operate
efficiently in the space
■
An option to sublease
■
Landlord-provided remodeling or other incentives
■
Options for resolving future disputes
■
Assured on-call or on-premises response to maintenance problems or
emergencies
A lease’s negatives include the likelihood of periodic rent increases, the possibility that you may be forced to move when the lease ends, the need for the
owner’s permission before making alterations to your space, and the lack of
equity buildup.

Purchasing: Advantages and Disadvantages

With a purchase, you have complete control. There are no rent increases to
budget for, and your occupancy is open-ended. You make an investment that
should build equity in a rising market and, therefore, add to the value of your
business over time. The tax benefits include deductions for depreciation,
mortgage interest, and real estate taxes. Also, owning may create an opportunity to generate income by renting out part of your building.
Owning also has some disadvantages. To obtain the mortgage, you’ll need
capital up front -- typically around 20% of the purchase price plus closing
costs. Commercial mortgage terms may include a balloon payment that forces
you to periodically refinance, and the interest rate will most likely be higher
than a residential property rate. You will be responsible for property management, maintenance, taxes, insurance, etc. And qualifying for the mortgage
will depend, as with any other business loan, on your company’s financial
condition and ability to make the payments, as well as on the property itself.

When opportunity knocks, a feasibility study acts as a peephole into the future
so you can see if you should open the door. For example, Susan Smith’s business is growing quickly and she wants to expand into a new sales territory.
Her corporate treasurer estimates that getting the expansion under way will
cost at least $50,000. The marketing department projects gross profits (sales)
of $28,000 the first year and sales growth of 15% per year for the first five
years. Smith has decided that if the new territory isn’t making a measurable
profit within five years, it isn’t worth the effort. Her questions are: Will the
$50,000 up front investment produce sufficient return in the test period to
warrant the expansion? What is the annual return on that initial investment?
Smith needs a feasibility study.

What Is a Feasibility Study?
A feasibility study is a way to make sure your capital investment decisions
today will pay off sufficiently tomorrow. Whether you are expanding into a
new territory, buying a piece of equipment or considering selling your business on the installment plan, having a professional valuator perform a feasibility study will give you a clearer idea of what your return must be to justify the
initial investment.

What Are the Factors?
Let’s look at our scenario. Smith will need to rent office space, transfer salespeople, hire local support staff and run ad campaigns in the new territory. And
her investment is ongoing -- whether sales are made or not. To operate the
new sales territory will cost Smith at least $13,000 annually, with an estimated
15% increase per year.
A feasibility study will focus on the most reasonable estimate -- a gross profit
of $28,000 plus 15% sales growth per year. It will also look at best-case and
worst-case scenarios -- no growth, for example. And the study will take into
account any possible investment strategy changes, such as the option of investing more money to increase the ultimate return. In addition, it will estimate what might happen if sales drop off or if Smith can’t afford to continue
funding the effort next year or two years from now.

Get Professional Advice
We have the expertise and experience to conduct a feasibility study suitable to
your specific needs. Please call the Vineyard Group, LLC with any questions
you might have about the feasibility of your projects. We would be glad to
help.

The Vineyard Group, LLC can help you evaluate the short and long-term
financial impact of a lease versus purchase decision. Please call us.

Management Advisory Services
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and Testimony

Ownership Transition Services
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